
Harvard Puzzle  "ART at Harvard" 

Instructions: Guess the words defined by 
the cryptic clues (words vary in length 
from four to twelve letters, and five of 
them are capitalized) then enter them in 
the grid one after another in the same 
order as their clues, starting in the upper 
left corner. Across words that don't end at 
the right continue on the next row, and 
down words that don't end at the bottom 
continue in the next column. Twelve 
across words and twelve down words 
won't fit in the grid unless one of their 
letters is removed. Those twenty-four 
letters, taken in order, spell a three-word 
phrase related to the title of the puzzle.  
Thanks to Kevin Wald '93 for test-solving 
and editing this puzzle. 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

 
Across 
1. Brother in game made Mark move quickly 
2. Pamela's heading west after dad leaves 

town  
3. Ward, with heart of gold, gets halo 
4. Net function involves log base 
5. Road-running setter 
6. Wandering Norse explorer eats rodent 
7. Friend allowed a bed 
8. A woman's fundamental part 
9. Bowl and strike with energy 
10. Cut out anchovy's heart and fry 
11. Write a new chapter end in atonement 
12. Mess up using English instead of Latin 

cord 
13. Dates pitted and stuffed 
14. Steal someone's holding as well 
15. Bald dean turned to embrace king 
16. Tot clutches large stick 
17. Insect of endless temerity in movement 
18. Label head of tropical snake 
19. Three times around long trainer 
20. Fiscal payment includes overcharge 
21. Drink with Penny and Fanny 
22. Is this craft coming or going? 
23. After evening starts badly, see only Mary 

getting charitable 

Down 
1. Governor took a seat to talk 
2. Start to earn money, enough at first for 

school 
3. Native American eats guts of sole cooked in 

a spicy sauce  
4. Apparatus for lifting fish line 
5. Look around for a dance 
6. Hot-rod in lusty motion 
7. Distant sound of surf gets me up 
8. Often sensitive about time of action 
9. Fall trip is without a leader 
10. Name on coin is a Nobel poet 
11. Normal, uncrowned, decaying tooth 
12. Imagine 500! A very large quantity 
13. Pass carelessly around eastern half-domes 
14. Joining line, talk with her endlessly 
15. Kay's disgusting and exciting 
16. Open Sesame and let in one twin 
17. Lord compared to Earl 
18. Cost of canteen 
19. André lampooned a presidential candidate 
20. Rival delayed going back inside 
21. Get in touch with chief on starting the show 
22. Leading lady joins England's first peer 
23. Trim a tree 
24. Servant must do without easy tips 

 
 


